Personal data: access to identifying and/or highly sensitive data
The Department for Education gives away the personal data of ca 20m people1 .
The table below is extracted from the National Pupil Database User Guide2
[pages 19-20]. Only tier 3 data are aggregated but may still be identifying due
to “small numbers and single counts.” Tiers 1,2 and 4 are releases of individual
identifiable pupil level data.

The Department for Education third party release register3 lists data recipients
2012-14. These include releases of fully identifying data at individual level
including name. These data are personal data. The DfE user guide states:
“where access to identifying and/or identifiable and highly sensitive data items
is required, approval will be sought from the department’s Data Management
Advisory Panel (DMAP).” [see footnote 2: p26]
Of the 462 releases that have been through the DMAP process in
2012-2014, only 53 have been aggregated data:
163 Tier 1 - individual level, identifiable and highly sensitive (2 rejected)
177 Tier 2 - individual level, identifiable and sensitive (1 rejected)
11 Tier 3 - identifiable, sensitive and aggregated, may be identifying in small numbers
53 Tier 4 - individual level, identifiable, non-sensitive items (1 rejected)
60 unclassified (include sensitive and identifiable data) including 5 that were rejected.

1

https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/pupil_data_national_pupil_databa_2#incoming-764676

2

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/472700/NPD_user_guide.pdf

3

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-pupil-database-requests-received
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Individual and Named Releases of Personal Data
Example 1: Use of name and direct intervention using the data
In February 2014, the IoE were given the names of year 7 pupils (age 11) in
England for researchers to carry out a named maths survey [line 288, register]
“Schools will be sent scripts with children’s name on, complete the test and send it back to GL
Assessment. IOE require a complete list of pupil names of all year 7 pupils within the
schools to facilitate this testing. They are also intending to use the NPD data to measure
prior attainment of children…”

Example 2: Use of name and direct intervention using the data
NPD named personal data were extracted and matched with health data held
by the HSCIC, for an individual named postal survey “What About YOUth” in
2014.4 An intensely detailed social survey mailshot was sent to the homes of
nearly 300,000 15 year old pupils. [See the published report.5 ]

Example 3:

Name, address and date of birth released to Cabinet Office

In June 2011, and 2013 the Cabinet Office extracted the names and addresses
of 16-18 year olds, for piloting an approach looking at the completeness of the
electoral register. [the latter is missing from release register but comment
published via FOI, p8/36]. 6

4

http://www.whataboutyouth.com/who-we-are.aspx

5

http://www.hscic.gov.uk/article/3742/What-About-Youth-Study

6

https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/293030/response/723407/attach/6/Cabinet%20Office%20060913.pdf
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Personal data released at individual level include sensitive data
Items can be made ‘less sensitive’ but remain identifying, at individual level.

According to the Department for Education own description there are some
items which are released but are not possible to make less sensitive.
These include candidate numbers, names, ethnicity and disability, special
needs, detailed breakdowns of special educational needs, whether the child has
local authority looked after status, are children of military service personnel,
free school meals, their reasons for absence or exclusion and whether they are
recipients of free school meals.
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Sensitive, Identifying Personal Data released to Journalists
Example 1: TV journalist, identifiable, highly sensitive personal data
A BBC Newsnight journalist in August 2014 was given Tier 1 identifying and
highly sensitive data. They describe in their application how they will take
small number rules into account using the data, because they are identifying
and “School-level data is not helpful.”

Ethnicity was released at individual level to separate within ethnic groups:

Processing sensitive data requires additional DPA conditions to be met.7
The business cases in applications by journalists do not contain any indication
how they meet schedule 3 conditions.
There is no proven ‘need’ nor ‘benefit’ to the individuals of releasing these
identifying sensitive data like SEN or ethnicity. No audit had ever been done at
the time we asked DfE this, to identify whether any benefits of the data release
[see FOI 20 Aug 2015] 8 were achieved to meet the legal requirement for
release: “promoting the education or well-being of children in England.’9
Is the justification data “bears
examining” sufficient to release
millions of children’s identifiable,
sensitive personal data?
A full copy of the data application request
was obtained through a Freedom of
Information Request and is publicly
available via What Do They Know. 10
7

https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/conditions-for-processing/

8

https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/pupil_data_application_approvals#outgoing-482241

9

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2013/1193/regulation/2/made

10

https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/293030/response/723407/attach/10/BBC%20Newsnight.pdf
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Example 2: Newspaper journalist, identifiable, sensitive personal data
The Times journalists11 were granted sensitive identifying, individual level data
in September 2013. One of the purposes requested was, “to pick interesting
cases / groups of students.” [This is an extract from their data request form]

Example 3: Newspaper journalist, identifiable, sensitive personal data
Ten Telegraph journalists were given the personal data of ca. 10m children in
February 2013.12 The newspaper offered “cast iron assurances that no pupil
will be identified through our use of the data.” and received 5 years worth of
identifying individual level and sensitive Tier 2 data. [see letter linked below 13 ]
If the data were not identifying there would be no need to offer this assurance.

11

https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/293030/response/723407/attach/5/The%20Times.pdf

12

https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/293030/response/723407/attach/3/Daily%20Telegraph.pdf

13

https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/293030/response/738135/attach/2/Annex.pdf
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Fair Processing of data released from the National Pupil Database:
The DfE privacy template: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/data-protectionand-privacy-privacy-notices links to this data usage statement: https://www.gov.uk/
guidance/data-protection-how-we-collect-and-share-research-data

There is no mention on the DfE privacy template for schools, the links from it,
or their video to schools with instructions, that tells schools or parents that
children’s identifiable, individual data may be given to commercial third parties,
TV or Fleet Street journalists, charities or data management consultancies.
These are entirely different purposes in nature from the third parties the DfE
template privacy notice or DfE data usage page states it may share with which
are organisations such as public bodies. [see page 14]

The data usage statement suggests “the data provided to us is only used to
make decisions about educational policy on an aggregate statistical basis.”
There is no indication in this statement that sharing with third parties
on a case-by-case basis is at individual level or identifiable.
14

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/data-protection-how-we-collect-and-share-research-data
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There is no indication in this data usage statement or privacy template of
commercial use or journalists use through and schools and parents and pupils
cannot be reasonably expected to know this by any other means.
Commercial users and journalists working for newspapers for profit
without evidence of public benefit do not meet any of the listed users.
The Department for Education has a legal duty which was reiterated by the
CJEU in 201515, to ensure fair processing before sharing personal data from
the National Pupil Database with anyone else.

15

http://curia.europa.eu/jcms/upload/docs/application/pdf/2015-10/cp150110en.pdf
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